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Game Over: Medicare Data Shows the COVID Vaccines Increase Your Risk of Dying

By Steve Kirsch, February 27, 2023

Isn’t it a shame that none of the world’s governments make the vaccination-death records
publicly available? My claim is that if they did that, it would end the debate instantly and
prove to the world that the vaccines are unsafe. So that’s why they keep it locked up.

Building Unity Against Imperialism in the 21st Century—Lessons from African American
History and the Necessity of Ending Permanent Wars of Aggression and Conquest

By Abayomi Azikiwe, February 28, 2023

Since this is African American History Month in the United States, I will utilize this fact to
illustrate the necessity of building unity against imperialism.

“Mass Murder Campaign”: Turkey-Syria Earthquakes, Ukraine, Plandemic.  Interview with
Romania Senator Diana Iovanovici-Șoșoacă

By Sen. Diana Iovanovici Sosoaca and Večernje Novosti, February 27, 2023

I have shown in my political statement in the Romanian Senate the continuity link between
the mass murder campaign through alleged pandemics and the imminent need for injection
of untested vaccines that kill people, in fact crimes against humanity, and the outbreak of
wars that would establish terror and terrible fear among people, destroying their psyche and
resistance, with the aim of reducing the population of the world, restoring power poles and
changing borders, plus economic changes worldwide.

Covid Vaccine: Over 96 Canadian Children Ages 2-19 Have Died Unexpectedly in the Past
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Three Months. A Warning Call for Canadian Parents.

By Dr. William Makis, February 27, 2023

In the August 2022 James Gill paper titled “Autopsy Histopathologic Cardiac Findings in 2
adolescents following the second COVID-19 vaccine dose” (click here), two teenage boys
died  in  their  sleep  within  the  first  week  after  receiving  the  2nd  Pfizer  COVID-19  mRNA
vaccine  dose.  Both  boys  were  pronounced  dead  at  home.

The Fourth Industrial Revolution. The Great Reset = The Fourth Reich

By Katherine Norton, February 27, 2023

The real purpose of ninety nine percent of the available media out there is designed to help
us ignore the truth. Not just mainstream media – all media.

Biden Administration’s Decision to Ignore the Poisoning of Thousands of People, Not Only in
East Palestine but Across Ohio and Pennsylvania

By Kurt Nimmo, February 27, 2023

East Palestine is the lesson du jour. So long as it remains in the corporate media’s “news
cycle,” coverage will downplay the federal government’s decision to ignore the poisoning of
thousands of people, not only in East Palestine but across Ohio and Pennsylvania.

The Essence of Evil

By Dr. Emanuel Garcia, February 27, 2023

The  perpetrators  of  the  universal  lockdowns,  the  imposition  of  useless  masks,  the
destruction of businesses and livelihoods by these measures and then by the mandates to
be inoculated with an unnecessary and dangerous medical intervention – these perpetrators
are the people I  call  evil;  and I  call  evil  also those who, knowing better – doctors, for
example – went and continue to go along with the horrific charade.

From the Gulf of Tonkin to the Baltic Sea. Seymour Hersh

By Seymour M. Hersh, February 27, 2023

Why Norway? In my account of the Biden Administration’s decision to destroy the Nord
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Stream pipelines, why did much of the secret planning and training for the operation take
place in Norway? And why were highly skilled seamen and technicians from the Norwegian
Navy involved?

Idlib Earthquake Aid Hijacked by Terrorists

By Steven Sahiounie, February 27, 2023

Idlib, Syria was devastated by a 7.8 earthquake on February 6.  The leaks coming out of Idlib
are from those working with the international  aid  groups in  Idlib.   Whistleblowers  are
exposing Mohammed Al-Julani and his terrorist organization Hayat Tahrir al-Sham (HTS).

What Will Happen When Banks Go Bust? Bank Runs, Bail-Ins and Systemic Risk

By Ellen Brown, February 27, 2023

Financial podcasts have been featuring ominous headlines lately along the lines of “Your
Bank Can Legally Seize Your Money” and “Banks Can STEAL Your Money?! Here’s How!” The
reference is to “bail-ins:” the provision under the 2010 Dodd-Frank Act allowing Systemically
Important Financial Institutions (SIFIs, basically the biggest banks) to bail in or expropriate
their creditors’ money in the event of insolvency.
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